JARD Ruger® PC
Carbine / Charger
Trigger Installation Guide
Tools Needed:
 5/32” Allen Wrench
 Pen or other pointed object
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Step 1:
With the carbine pointed in a safe direction, place it on safe,
drop the magazine, lock the bolt to the rear and inspect the
chamber to ensure it is clear.

Step 2:
Remove the upper receiver mounting screw located in front
of the magazine well on the underside of the carbine with
the 5/32" Alan wrench.

Step 3:
Remove the pistol grip mounting screw located on the top
side of the stock mount with the 5/32" Allen wrench. Place
the pistol grip aside.

Step 4:
With the pistol grip removed, remove the stock mount
mounting screw located behind the trigger assembly on the
underside of the firearm with the 5/32" Allen wrench.
Note: Once this screw is removed, the upper receiver,
lower receiver, and stock mount will all be free of each
other. Take care to keep any component from being
dropped and/or damaged.

Step 5:
With the stock mounting screw removed, separate the upper receiver, lower
receiver, and stock mount from each other.
Note: When removing the upper receiver, the trigger housing pins may be
loose enough to fall free. To prevent the trigger housing pins from falling,
keep the upper receiver oriented upright while removing.

Step 6:
Remove the trigger housing pins to free the trigger assembly from the upper receiver.
Use a pen or other pointed object to remove the pins as necessary.
Step 7:
Replace the Ruger Trigger assembly with the JARD trigger Assembly and reinstall the
pins.

Step 8:
Reposition the stock mount into the lower receiver.

Step 9:
With the stock mount repositioned into the lower receiver, reposition the upper
receiver into the lower receiver.
Note: The trigger housing pins may be loose. Ensure that the pins remain flush
inside of the upper receiver in order to fully seat the upper receiver into the lower
receiver.

Step 10:
With the upper receiver, lower receiver, and stock
mount positioned and held together, reinstall the stock
mount mounting screw (the short, fully threaded screw.)

Step 11:
With the stock mount mounting screw reinstalled, reposition the pistol grip and
reinstall the pistol grip mounting screw (the long, partially threaded screw.)

Step 12:
Reinstall the upper receiver mounting screw.

Step 13:
With the carbine still unloaded and pointed in a safe direction perform a functions
check:
A. Charge the carbine, place it on safe, and pull the trigger. The hammer should
not drop.
B. Place the carbine on fire and pull the trigger. The hammer should now drop.
C. Charge the carbine while compressing the bolt hold open lever on the front of
the JARD trigger assembly. Once fully charged to the rear, the bolt should
remain in the open position.
If any part of the functions check fails, remove and inspect the JARD trigger
assembly. Refer to the owner's manual as necessary. If any additional assistance is
needed, contact us at 712-324-7409.
Step 14: Once the functions check is completed successfully, with the carbine still
unloaded, charge the carbine and place it on safe.
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